Men In Army Enlisted Reserve
Face Active Duty, As Plans Allow
For Complete Of College

Army To Offer College Study
To Privates

Inactive Status For
Junior Non-Reservists

Induction Dates

The following is the complete list of the first fifty-one dates
from the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the Navy
in connection with college facilities.

Specialized Training Program

Army Specialized Training Program

The objective of the plan is to form the Army Specialized Training
by assigning soldiers to Army institutions of selected
academics in courses prescribed by the Army. This plan will enable the
Army to make a selection for this training of qualified young men on a broad
democratic basis, without regard to financial resources.

b. Designation of Soldiers for Training Under College

(1) Except as set forth in the above, the selection of soldiers for such academic training will be completed during the first
years of the plan. The plan will be completed by selecting those
who have completed or are completing the necessary
courses prescribed by the Army. This plan will enable the
Army to make a selection for this training of qualified young men on a broad
democratic basis, without regard to financial resources.

(2) Selection of enlisted men for further training will follow
the general plan for the selection of enlisted men for special
training. This plan has been reviewed and approved by the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the Navy.

(3) All such selections will be made under the direction of the
Secretary of the Army.

(4) No enlisted man who has passed his 22nd birthday will be
eligible for selection under this program.

(5) Special Provisions for Selection for Training and for the

nation of the Enlisted Reserve

(1) Medical students (including dentists) in the
Enlisted Reserve will be called to active
duty at the end of the first full six
months of the calendar year. They will not
be placed on inactive duty to begin medical
training until they have completed six
months of active duty.

(2) Pre-medical students in the
Enlisted Reserve will take approved courses
in medical training, but will not be placed
on inactive duty to begin medical training
until they have completed six months of active
duty. They will then be placed on active
duty to begin medical training.

(3) All such selections will be made under
the Army Specialized Training Program.

(4) The assignment of soldiers to the Army Specialized Training Pro-

gram will be coordinated as between
the respective branch schools and com-
missions.

(5) Junior (third year) students in the
Enlisted Reserve who are pursuing approved technical
training will be ordered to active duty at the
end of the first full semester, or substan-
tially corresponding academic period,
that begins in 1943, and will be placed on
active duty at the end of the second full
semester, or substantially corresponding
academic period, that begins in 1943, and
will be placed on active duty at the end of the third full
semester, or substantially corresponding
academic period, that begins in 1943, and
will be placed on active duty at the end of the fourth full
semester, or substantially corresponding
academic period, that begins in 1943.

(6) Senior (fourth year) students taking advanced ROTC (including

those in the Enlisted Reserve Corps) will be ordered to their

program at the completion of their respective branch
schools and commission

on completed successful program.

(7) Junior (third year) students in the
Enlisted Reserve Corps who are
pursuing approved technical

training will be ordered to active
duty at the end of the first full
semester, or substantially

academic period, that begins in 1943, and
will be placed on active duty at the end of the second full
semester, or substantially

academic period, that begins in 1943, and
will be placed on active duty at the end of the third full
semester, or substantially

academic period, that begins in 1943, and
will be placed on active duty at the end of the fourth full
semester, or substantially

academic period, that begins in 1943.

(8) Senior (fourth year) students taking advanced ROTC (including

those in the Enlisted Reserve Corps) will be ordered to their

program at the completion of their respective branch
schools and commission

on completed successful program.

Army Specialized Training Program

(9) In very exceptional cases, be-

ordered to the Army Specialized Training Pro-

gram will be ordered to the completion of their respective branch
schools and commission

on completed successful program.

(10) All such Enlisted Reserve

that has been commissioned in the Medical
Reserve, will be ordered to their

program at the completion of their respective branch
schools and commission

on completed successful program.

(11) In very exceptional cases, be-

ordered to the Army Specialized Training Pro-

gram will be ordered to the completion of their respective branch
schools and commission

on completed successful program.

(12) All such Enlisted Reserve

that has been commissioned in the Medical
Reserve, will be ordered to their

program at the completion of their respective branch
schools and commission

on completed successful program.